In their response, Doss (2018) argued mainly on standardised incidence ratios (SIRs) for all-cause mortality and the specific SIR based on the observed all cancer cases (observed), which was based on the exposed cohort divided by the expected cancer cases, itself based on a general population throughout Taiwan. Unfortunately, the argued expected value calculated by the authors did not take into account the potential social-economic effects and cannot rule out a healthy resident effect, which potentially incurred a lower expected number of cancer cases by the authors. While SIRs were widely used in environmental studies when individuals' exposures were not available, SIRs assumed that the general population was an appropriate equivalent reference population and the social-economic and behaviour variables were similar or not available. However, in this cohort study, the majority of the Taiwan RBC cohort resided and moved into newly built apartments and building complexes, or studied in new school buildings, in the metropolitan capital Taipei during early 1980; an economic booming period in Taiwan. Therefore, the majority of the exposed had relatively better socio-economic and educational status than the average in Taiwan. After the incidences were disclosed, the government provided health examinations for the exposed residents and students, and the registered exposed cohort were assumed as having higher healthy literacy.
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With these considered, further analysis based on internal comparison between the exposed or dose responses among the exposed individuals were conducted, including very low (o1 mSv) to very high (over 1500 mSv) exposure. Regression models were further conducted based on individual factors, such as personal radiation exposure, age at initial exposure, sex, and duration of exposure, while assuming minimum latent periods. Via the regression models, the hazard ratio was estimated (relatively high exposure vs relatively low), conditional on the other covariates held constant. Results from the cancer registry showed an increase in expected cancer cases at older ages, while confounding effects by ageing were already adjusted within the models.
The authors argued 'statistical fluctuations' and its impacts on the results. The sampling variation had been considered due to an elevated standard error of the parameter estimates, especially in a smaller sample. In this study, the significance level was kept at 0.05. Both 90% CI (corresponding to a one-sided test) and a two-sided p-value (corresponding to 95% CI) were presented in the manuscript. These presentations have been widely applied in substantial studies, using either an excess relative rate (ERR) or log-linear model type, in cancer studies.
